HxGN AgrOn AUTO STEERING

System that allows the route to be planned in the office or from a control room to be executed in the field, making it possible to maximise resources and reduce overpassing. The product can be used in planting operations, application of inputs, cultural treatments and harvesting.

Understand how AgrOn Auto Steering works:

RESULTS AND BENEFITS

• Guaranteed alignment and reduction of overpassing
• Better use of machines in operation
• Increase of up to 5% in planted area
• Reduction of soil compaction

Find out more about HxGN AgrOn Auto Steering:

• Fully integrated with the other functions of precision farming equipment
• It includes electric or hydraulic drive and is compatible with steer ready machines.
• It allows working on straight lines, curves and pivots.
• Adaptable to most tractors on the market
• High performance ensuring better time to route adjustment
• Loading maps with projected lines in office or directly on the equipment
• It includes a wheel angle sensor, which detects small deviations in trajectories, improving starting operations.
• Applicable to any type of crop
• Working accuracy from 2cm absolute to 28cm from pass to pass